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Are words too distorted? 

What counts as a word? Simply put, words convey meaning and they contain one or 
more morphemes (the smallest meaningful unit of a language). Traditionally words 
are separated by spaces and are distinguished phonologically (by speech patterns 
and pauses). Language and words are just a set of rules that society agrees to 
comprehend - patterns we depend upon to understand each other. That being said, 
where do words come from and who decides what they are? Dictionaries? Well, not 
all words we use are in dictionaries. Take "hangry" for instance; would the fact that 
they aren't written in them automatically invalidate their status as words? 
Dictionaries aren't all the same. They aren't written verbatim. In fact, each 
dictionary is written by different people, containing different words with different 
meanings. There’s a stigma that dictionaries are unauthored, that they are made by 
an institution which decides what words mean and which words are acceptable for 
use. But the mysterious people behind them are just that... people. With English, 
dictionaries aren't absolute law or authority - instead, they serve humans as useful 
resources that contain most words.

Unlike French, the English language doesn’t have a designated central board that 
controls the usage of language. It's flexible - not conforming to one specific way, 
route, or method. You could say there's liberty in our words. In France, 'L'Académie 
Française' not only controls French vocabulary, but also usage and grammar. Our 
world fluctuates. People are starting to challenge this 'language authority', 
questioning why some professions in French only have masculine forms of nouns. 
The fixed masculine/feminine nouns are starting to evolve (slowly) into something 
more inclusive. It is evidence for humans sculpting language into something 
adaptable: something remarkable. We are the catalyst for the evolution of language.

The American Dialect Society's approach to choosing the word of the year is based 
on nominations and votes from the public. Often, these nominations are heavily 
influenced by events like COVID-19, BLM, and LGBTQ+ activism. It all goes to show
how words depend on the environment we use them in. In 2015, "they" (singular) 
won due to a rise in awareness for the non-binary. In 2019, "pronouns" won in a 
climate where there was even more acknowledgement into gender identity and 
inclusivity. The usage of words is like a popularity contest. The more they are used 
and noticed, the more they will be accepted into society, As humans, we are 
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evidently influenced by our societies and the environment we live in, and by 
extension, words too are influenced by these factors. The ADS's mode of choosing 
the word of the year is a perfect reflection on what words actually are: tools that get 
popularised. Words are lissom and lithe, they can be whatever we wish it to be. 
Definitions of words lean on the usage by humans: as the ones who created 
language, aren't we the ones capable of altering it?


